
PLAY
by Judy prouty      Craft styling by suzonne stirling

It’s no stroke of luck that these stencil projects look 
so pretty—just check out our simple techniques.

PATTERN



LENd sTYLE To A Room bY sTENciLiNg 
A LATTicE PRiNT oN somE PiLLows,  A sTRikiNg 

gRAPhic moTif  oN A coffEE TAbLE oR 
moNogRAms oN NAPkiNs.  ALL You NEEd 

ARE A couPLE of TooLs,  somE PAiNT  
ANd A fREE AfTERNooN. 
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electrifying
idea 

light up your life—or 
at least a room—by 

designing a leaf 
motif for a paper 

lamp shade.

Stencil make your own leaf 
template or use clip art from 

spraypaintstencils.com

HOW tO  enlarge clip art, if 
necessary. Cut out the leaf 

and make two templates on 
solid-colored Con-tact paper 
by tracing one leaf facedown 
and one faceup so the design 

looks random, as shown. 
remove the adhesive backing 
and place on the lamp shade. 

For painting the design, see 
“Stencil Savvy,” page 42.

image makeover
refleCt a beautiful outlook by 

adding some fanCy painted 
flourishes to a mirror.

Stencil leaf medallion border stencil from 
designer stencils, designerstencils.com 

HOW tO thoroughly clean a mirror. apply stencil 
adhesive to the back of stencil. When dry, place 

stencil along the edge of the mirror and apply 
glass paint with a small stencil brush, tapping off 
excess on paper towels before painting. Carefully 
remove the stencil and allow paint to dry to the 
touch before continuing with the next section of 

the border. When the border has been fully 
stenciled, set aside to dry for the amount of time 

the paint manufacturer recommends.

FYI: Residual adhesive can be 
removed with window cleaner once 

the paint has thoroughly dried.

play
pattern
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tools and 
materials

make your mark
add your monogram in a favorite Color to 

napkins for a letter-perfeCt tabletop. 

Stencil to make stencil template, choose and print out a letter 
from your computer font library; enlarge to desired size.

HOW tO place letter facedown on the back side of Con-tact 
paper and trace around it. Cut out the interior of the letter. 

remove the adhesive backing and place stencil on the napkin, 
pressing the edges to get the tightest seal possible on the fabric. 

For painting the design, see “Stencil Savvy,” page 42.

FYI: One Con-Tact paper stencil can 
be used several times.

Textile medium—
to mix with paint 
for use on fabric

Small 
dish for 
mixing 

paint

Stencil 
brush

Paper 
towels

Craft knife or  
fine-tip scissors 

for cutting stencils

Stencil 
adhesive 

Acrylic 
craft 
paint 
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rest spot
a graphiC pattern or tWo 

adds a Cushy touCh to the 
plainest pilloWs. 

Stencil  md18 rattan and Ja102-l  
blossom from stencil-library.com 

HOW tO launder cotton pillow covers—
this removes any chemicals that may 

keep paint from fully penetrating fabric. 
For painting the design, see “Stencil 

Savvy,” page 42; use acrylic craft paint 
and textile medium.

table talk
With an exotiC stenCil print, a 

humdrum pieCe of furniture 
beComes a Conversation pieCe.

Stencil  mokko pattern Ja45 from 
stencil-library.com 

HOW tO apply stencil adhesive to the  
back of the pattern stencil; set aside to  
dry. When dry, place the stencil on the 
furniture and apply latex paint with a  
small stencil brush, following method  

in “stencil savvy.” because this is a repeat 
pattern, after each application carefully 

remove the stencil and blow-dry the paint. 
Continue the pattern, lining up the edges  

of the stencil to match, until the  
surface area is covered. 

FYI: Stencils work best on 
painted furniture without a 

varnished surface.
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Stencil  stencil Co3 egg from  
stencil-library.com

extra SupplieS a blank artist canvas; 
 paint of your choice (stencil paint, latex or acrylic paint) 

in three shades (light, medium, dark); and three  
stencil brushes (one large, two small) 

HOW tO to achieve the multihued effect, apply stencil 
adhesive to the backs of the three egg stencil pieces; set 
aside to dry before proceeding with the following three 

steps. 1. Lightest shade: to keep stencil flat, center the first 
layer on the canvas and press around the edges. load the 
large stencil brush with light-toned paint, tap off excess 

onto paper towels and apply paint to the canvas with a light 
dabbing motion, working from the outside edges in. 

remove the stencil. 2. Medium: place the second stencil 
over the first painted layer, lining up the stencil with the 

edges of the painted image. follow the same process as for  
first layer, using the medium-toned paint with a small 

stencil brush. remove the stencil. 3. Darkest: place the third 
stencil on the canvas, aligning the edges with the painted 

image.  apply the dark-toned paint with a small stencil 
brush, following previous method, and remove stencil. 

Important: Allow paint to dry thoroughly 
between steps and when finished.

get cracking
Create your oWn Wall art With this  

multiple overlay stenCil kit.

Hint: Gently blow-drying the stencil between applications will help  
keep wet paint from bleeding around the stencil edges onto your fabric.  

stencil savvy
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1 2 3
prepare stencil by coating the back of it 
with stencil adhesive; set aside to dry.  
for most projects, pour craft paint into 
a small dish for easy use. for fabrics, 

mix acrylic craft paint with textile 
medium (follow package directions for 

making the color permanent). 

place the stencil on the fabric, 
paper or other material, 

pressing down around the 
edges with fingers to ensure 

the stencil adheres.  dip stencil 
brush in paint and dab off the 

excess onto a paper towel. 

paint over the exposed portion of the 
stencil with a dabbing motion, working 

from the outside edges in. Continue  
to reapply and dab off excess on towels 

until the stencil is covered. let dry  
for a few minutes then carefully lift the 

stencil off the painted surface. 


